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• SOUROE I A Pala born in Russia of Polish political prisoners. In the early months of World .
War II he was captured by the Germane and later recaptured by the Soviets. Am a
political prisoner, hefspent time in Odessa, Uldita, Torkuta and Kol3nse. : Be eeeePed

)- CO II-.	 from a slave camp in 3.942 and made his way mouth in the USN, finally escaping to thr
co 1 4") az, ..it	 Middle Saab in 1944. B. served as an officer-in,the Anders Army..=
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3.. In 	 there were mat.47. Soiiet:firmy..officers and angineera in'...the Wont: ireagliesmare' LO

Used in Magadsa... • Strre were also NiCVD men" but I have no dobrii3md infer*: .. ea—,..,4 .., .- cm
them. Guard, in the slave camps were often criminal prisoners, men who had murdered

I...p ze c... • ' and stolen. The organisation of prison camp guards was known as VCRS (Silitar7 guards).me 1	 La UV>< .....	 -	 .
CO' sp ,a	 s---.
SIM • C:3▪ Cs 2.' The ogres people in Eolyma are mostly ex-prisoners, people who theoretically were re-

leased to return to their firmer homes. In fact, however, they were obliged to live: ....I GO WI
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4=1. La CO =	 in e..ave camp areas because if they returned home, they often were arrested on moms....
,... a= 11-'" 13& •,--	 charge and re-sentenced to slave labor. Yost people *voluntarily* remained in the
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OW areas, where the life was admittedly bad, but still &little better than actual.,	 =	 c=•ac
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camp life. There was no travel between commnities.
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from Rolm* LOW to pudiaka.
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Mere were about 2,000 free people in the-Sredne-Koljnok area and about 30-40,000
prisoners. In addition, there were transit camps. in all of the Nolyma re4.on, which
were particularly busy in the warmer . susser months.	 .

I was in a transit camp for a ihort pericd, during which I worked on the Magadan sir
field. This field had two crossing strips, each about lead. long. At that Mme.the
main strip was half-paved, but wort was being done to pave it completely. • The cross
strip was narrower and not paved. There was much air activity at the field. We saw
mostly slow two- and four-engine planes, but there was also one very slow eix-engine
o:ne which we called the scow.* Prisoners were often transported by plane, and I am
sure the gold was flown.*** of the area.

'Construction of airfields seemed to be a major activity in the Wyss region. There
was a anal field at Sredne-Kolymak with one hangar. I do not know of other specific
locations.	 .	 . .	 .

nue.11 was in Jam areas iiiIiiiics;Zi f.zr.r. r...2. e..-.,. .-: .(3^,-", ,m-r.) ■!er,. 1.•,,r1. !i re fil
a highway from Nielme-Nollmalc to Magadan. This was simply; wide dirt road which had
logs throini across it to pack it down. It wee p usable only from September to Novenber.
In the mummer and made it impassable; in.the winter snow blocked it completely..; This.
was the only highway I knot about in the region.

I know, nothira 01 railroads up there;._but there was talk that a line was to be built "1


